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A higher-performance fighter, the Spitfire , was just coming into production and did not enter the air war in
numbers until The value of the French Air Force in was reduced by the number of obsolescent planes in its
order of battle: France was desperately trying to buy high-performance aircraft in the United States in At sea
the odds against Germany were much greater in September than in August , since the Allies in had many more
large surface warships than Germany had. At sea, however, there was to be no clash between the Allied and
the German massed fleets but only the individual operation of German pocket battleships and commerce
raiders. Bismarck battleshipThe Bismarck shortly after commissioning in Courtesy of the Marineschule
Murwik, Flensburg, Ger. Technology of war , â€”39 When World War I ended, the experience of it seemed to
vindicate the power of the defensive over the offensive. It was widely believed that a superiority in numbers of
at least three to one was required for a successful offensive. Defensive concepts underlay the construction of
the Maginot Line between France and Germany and of its lesser counterpart, the Siegfried Line , in the
interwar years. Yet by both of the requirements for the supremacy of the offensive were at hand: The battles of
Cambrai and Amiens had proved that when tanks were used in masses, with surprise, and on firm and open
terrain, it was possible to break through any trench system. Watkins V France building the Maginot Line, s.
The Allies on the other hand felt that their victory confirmed their methods, weapons, and leadership, and in
the interwar period the French and British armies were slow to introduce new weapons, methods, and
doctrines. Consequently, in the British Army did not have a single armoured division, and the French tanks
were distributed in small packets throughout the infantry divisions. The Germans, by contrast, began to
develop large tank formations on an effective basis after their rearmament program began in In the air the
technology of war had also changed radically between and Military aircraft had increased in size, speed, and
range, and for operations at sea, aircraft carriers were developed that were capable of accompanying the fastest
surface ships. Among the new types of planes developed was the dive bomber , a plane designed for accurate
low-altitude bombing of enemy strong points as part of the tank-plane-infantry combination. Fast low-wing
monoplane fighters were developed in all countries; these aircraft were essentially flying platforms for eight to
12 machine guns installed in the wings. Light and medium bombers were also developed that could be used
for the strategic bombardment of cities and military strongpoints. The threat of bomber attacks on both
military and civilian targets led directly to the development of radar in England. Radar made it possible to
determine the location, the distance, and the height and speed of a distant aircraft no matter what the weather
was. By December there were five radar stations established on the coast of England, and 15 additional
stations were begun. So, when war came in September , Great Britain had a warning chain of radar stations
that could tell when hostile planes were approaching.
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The allies had differing opinions concerning the final disposition of the German fleet, with the French and
Italians wanting the German fleet divided between the victorious powers and the Americans and British
wanting the ships destroyed. These negotiations became mostly moot when the German crews scuttled most of
their ships. News of the scuttling angered the French and Italians, with the French particularly unimpressed
with British explanations that their fleet guarding the Germans had been away on exercises at the time.
Nevertheless, the British joined their allies in condemning the German actions and no credible evidence
emerged to suggest that the British had collaborated actively with the Germans with respect to the scuttling.
The Treaty of Versailles , signed soon after the scuttling of the German High Seas Fleet, imposed strict limits
on the size and number of warships that the newly-installed German government was allowed to build and
maintain. The US, UK, France, Italy, and Japan had been allied for World War I; but with the German threat
seemingly finished, a naval arms race between the erstwhile allies seemed likely for the next few years. The
Japanese started work on four battleships and four battlecruisers, all much larger and more powerful than those
of the classes preceding. To forestall the conference and satisfy domestic demands for a global disarmament
conference, the Harding administration called the Washington Naval Conference during November Hughes
provided a dramatic beginning for the conference by stating with resolve: He subsequently proposed the
following: A ten-year pause or "holiday" of the construction of capital ships battleships and battlecruisers ,
including the immediate suspension of all building of capital ships. The scrapping of existing or planned
capital ships to give a 5: Ongoing limits of both capital ship tonnage and the tonnage of secondary vessels
with the 5: Capital ships[ edit ] The proposals for capital ships were largely accepted by the UK delegation,
but they were controversial with the British public. It would no longer be possible for Britain to have adequate
fleets in the North Sea , the Mediterranean , and the Far East simultaneously. That provoked outrage from
parts of the Royal Navy. Nevertheless, there was huge demand for the UK to agree. The risk of war with the
United States was increasingly regarded as merely theoretical, as there were very few policy differences
between the two Anglophone powers. Naval spending was also unpopular in both the UK and its dominions.
Furthermore, Britain was implementing major decreases of its budget because of the postâ€”World War I
recession. The Japanese envisaged two separate engagements, first with the U. Pacific Fleet and then with the
U. It calculated that a 7: Akagi a former Japanese battlecruiser converted to an aircraft carrier being
relaunched during April In the end, concessions regarding cruisers and submarines helped persuade the
French to agree to the limit on capital ships. That was considered a great success by the Italian government,
but parity would never actually be attained. In particular, the Japanese delegation was keen to retain their
newest battleship Mutsu , which had been funded with great public enthusiasm, including donations from
schoolchildren. Cruisers and destroyers[ edit ] Hawkins lead ship for the Hawkins class cruisers alongside the
quay, probably during Interwar period. Hughes proposed to limit secondary ships cruisers and destroyers in
the same proportions as capital ships. However, that was unacceptable to both the British and the French. The
British counterproposal, in which the British would be entitled to , tons of cruisers in consideration of its
imperial commitments but the United States and Japan only , and , respectively, proved equally contentious.
Thus, the idea of limiting total cruiser tonnage or numbers was rejected entirely. The limit proposed, of a 10,
ton maximum displacement and 8-inch calibre guns, was intended to allow the British to retain the Hawkins
class , then being constructed. The suggestion was adopted with little debate. However, that proved
impossible, particularly as a result of French opposition; they demanded an allowance of 90, tons of
submarines [14] and so the conference ended without an agreement for restricting submarines. Existing
fortifications in Singapore, the Philippines, and Hawaii could remain. That was a significant victory for Japan,
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as newly fortified British or American bases would be a serious problem for the Japanese in the event of any
future war. That provision of the treaty essentially guaranteed that Japan would be the dominant power in the
Western Pacific Ocean and was crucial in gaining Japanese acceptance of the limits on capital ship
construction.
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In turn, France allows American films in its cinemas. Increased trade between Europe and the America; no
repayment asked for. Soviet blockade lifted on May 12, He will hold this office until and is remembered as
one of the more abler Secretaries of State. US forces deployed in Korea exceeded , during the last year of the
conflict. During his visit, the US agrees to pay for entire French war effort in Vietnam, and to provide
unlimited military aid. Eisenhower defeats isolationist element in GOP; denounces stalemate in Korea and
promises to go there himself; elected president in landslide â€” â€” May Eisenhower threatens use of nuclear
weapons in Korean War; China agrees to negotiate. As the French are faced with defeat in Vietnam,
Eisenhower considers intervention with tactical nuclear weapons to break the siege of Dien Bien Phu, and
orders the Joint Chiefs of Staff to start work on Operation Vulture , the plan to intervene in Vietnam.
Operation Vulture is ultimately rejected as a policy option. Through called to consider a peace treaty for the
Korean War, the conference is soon dominated by the question of Vietnam. Dulles does not sign the Geneva
accords, but promises that the US will abide by them. South Vietnam not a signatory â€” February 24
Baghdad Pact is founded. Fidel Castro comes to power. America breaks diplomatic relations as Castro aligns
with Soviet Union. Kennedy on October 22 announces that there exist Soviet missiles in Cuba and demanded
their removal while imposing an air-sea blockade. Soviet missiles are withdrawn on condition that America
will not invade Cuba. US and the Soviet Union agreed not to conduct nuclear tests in space, in the atmosphere
or underwater. Vietnamization was intended to reduce American losses in Vietnam, and thus reduce the
domestic pressure for a total withdrawal of American forces. With the same aim of achieving an armistice that
would allow South Vietnam to continue to exist, Nixon begins a policy of seeking better relations with the
Soviet Union and China, hoping those two states would reduce, if not end their arm supplies to North Vietnam
in return for better relations with Washington, and thus forcing Hanoi to accept peace on American terms. For
Nixon, "accelerated pacification" and the Phoenix Program killings both have the effect of weakening the Viet
Cong without the use of American troops, which serves to achieve both his aims of reducing American forces
and applying pressure for the Vietnamese Communists to accept peace on American terms. The doctrine is
especially aimed at South Vietnam and is intended to pressure the South Vietnamese government to do a more
effective job of fighting the Communists. Sparks much protest in the United States. The American table tennis
team is allowed to visit China, causes a sensation.
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As the threat of war grew in the s â€” with the rise of the Nazis in Germany and Japanese aggression in China
â€” Congress tried to insulate the United States from potential hostilities through neutrality legislation. While
public sentiment remained strongly in favor of staying out of a European conflict, isolationism became
increasingly difficult after war broke out in Europe in September Although the United States did not join the
League of Nations, it did cooperate with international agencies throughout the s and into the s on such matters
as trade and drug trafficking. The United States also headed efforts to advance diplomatic talks on limited
disarmament, to resolve the tangled questions of war debts and reparations, and to maintain international
peace, all while remaining deeply involved in Western Hemisphere affairs, particularly in Central America.
Two factors prompted American calls for disarmament during the s. Furthermore, the United States was
concerned that the growing military power of Japan, which had taken advantage of the war to seize German
possessions in China and the western Pacific, was a threat to American interests in the region. Several
diplomatic agreements were also reached in Washington that focused on maintaining the status quo in Asia.
Subsequent attempts at disarmament did not prove as successful. France and Italy refused to attend, and Great
Britain, the United States, and Japan could not reach an agreement on restrictions. At the London Naval
Conference, Great Britain, the United States, and Japan signed a treaty that required scrapping some
battleships and placed limitations on cruisers and submarines; France and Italy accepted some of the terms but
were not formal signatories. The agreement, however, did not forestall Japanese aggression in Manchuria the
following year. War debts and reparations. For example, the interest rate Italy paid was lowered to. Even with
these adjustments, European countries found it difficult to pay off their loans. Germany, however, was unable
to make its reparations payments. Germany defaulted on its reparations in early French troops responded by
occupying the industrial Ruhr Valley. To avert an international financial crisis, President Coolidge appointed a
number of American businessmen, including Charles Dawes and Owen Young, to an international group of
experts investigating the problem. Essentially, the plan allowed Germany to meet its reparations obligations
with U. The Young Plan reduced the total amount of reparations due from Germany and extended the payment
period until at a fixed interest rate. The plan also provided for the possibility of additional reductions if the
United States was willing to cut Allied debts further. The onset of a worldwide depression soon made the
entire war debt and reparations question moot. Officially known as the Pact of Paris, the agreement outlawed
war as an instrument of foreign policy, although all of the signatories which eventually included 62 countries
around the world reserved the right to defend themselves in the event of an attack. Events that occurred in
China after the signing of the pact, however, made it clear that there were no means of enforcing the treaty â€”
beyond whatever force international public opinion might carry. From to , Japan occupied Manchuria and set
up a puppet state called Manchukuo. Despite pleas from China for assistance, neither the League nor the
United States took any action to punish Japanese aggression. Rather than imposing military or economic
sanctions, the American response was to simply refuse to recognize territorial changes in China achieved by
force of arms. Developments in the Western Hemisphere. American relations with Caribbean and Central
American countries were mixed during the s. In the Dominican Republic, for example, the Marines were
withdrawn in following the election of a constitutional president. Although American troops left Nicaragua in
, they returned in when a civil war broke out. In his message to Congress announcing the intervention,
President Coolidge justified the action by stating that its purpose was to protect American business interests,
investments, and property rights in the country. A shift in policy, however, became evident during the Hoover
administration. Through the Clark Memorandum , the State Department repudiated the decades old Roosevelt
Corollary and maintained that the Monroe Doctrine could not be used to justify American intervention in the
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